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I am an architect, happen to write something when my feeling come.
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Angkor Wat
 
Oh Dear
When you called from Angkor Wat
Thousand miles away
My soul filled with joy and cheers
My heart are beating
The rhythms of the past
 
Oh Dear
When you remember me
Calling and yearning
Thousand miles away
My eyes are flowing
The tears of joy
 
Oh Dear
Thousand miles away
Thousand years ago
There stood the majestic glory
The towering Angkor Wat
The history of the past
 
The Hindu kingdom
The Ramayana drama
Joy and sorrow
All cast in bricks and stones
Oh dear where can I find my love
After thousand years? 
 
You and I
Forgotten each other
Lost in jungles and rubbles
All the loves and cares
Covered with wild creepers
Oh Dear where can I find my love
After thousand years?
 
Palaces, temples and ruins
Stood lonely in the wild
Only for visitors
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To recall the glory past
All gone with the wind
Oh dear, where can I find my love
After thousand years?
 
We spent thousand years
Remember each other
Search for joy and cheers
In dust and ruins
Oh dear, can we find each other again
After thousand years?
 
I spent thousand years
Search for the love
To fill up our presence
From jungles and rubbles
Oh dear can we remember again
After thousand years?
 
I spent thousand years
Dig into joy and sorrow
Searching for my love
To fill  half a century
With cheers and happiness
Oh dear can we meet again
After thousand years?
 
I exchange my thousand years
In half a century
For your happiness
I barter my thousand years
In half a century
For your songs
Oh dear can we dance and sing again
After thousand years?
 
I finally found you
In the ruin of Angkor Wat
Among creepers and aged monuments
With all the footsteps and images
Oh dear can we hug and love again
After thousand years?
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Oh dear
I promise you
In another thousand years
Let me fill your presence
Only with cheers and joy
No more sorrow and tears
In another thousand years
Let me carry you
Walk to eternal bliss
No more suffering and crying
In another thousand years
Let our souls merged together
Cast in diamond and gems
No more ruins and rubbles
 
Oh dear
In all future thousand years
Let the diamonds and gems
Shine the past and future
Create a paradise on earth
Let's us love again
In eternity
With cares and cheers
Not cry and tears
For many many thousand years 
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